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Statement of Position Submitted 

Name 

Jack Unruh 

Email 

bsharpeunruh@nc.rr.com 

Docket 

E-100, Sub 190 

Message 

Please reject Duke Energy's proposed plan which limits solar energy and instead relies heavily on natural 
gas. Natural gas is devastating to the environment. It ruins water supplies, causes earthquakes and 
methane leaks during the whole process are a more potent climate warming gas than carbon dioxide. 
Please reject Duke's plan and demand that they revise it with more solar and renewables. Thank you for 
your time, Jack Unruh 5709 Bashford Crest L_n. Raleigh, NC 27606 919-623-1518 
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Statement of Position Submitted 

Name 

Jonathan Greene 

Email 

jonathanegreene@gmail.com 

Docket 

E-100 Sub 190 

Message 

It is past time to stop giving Duke Energy/ Progress Energy carte blanc he. They ask for incessant rate 
increases ... you grant them. They pass on clean up costs for things that are THEIR fault...you allow it. 
They post enormous profits ... you give them tax cuts. They are in charge of doling out state tax credits for 
installing solar ... and they do it as a lottery system and deny giving money to individuals. And with 
solar ... they want to give less than market prices for paying for electric overages to pass on more cost to 
people who have installed solar panels. WHEN WILL YOU STOP LETTING DUKE ENERGY PROFIT BY 
SCREWING OVER CUSTOMERS? Duke Energy will do anything to increase their profits by costing 
taxpayers money, abusing tax credits, abusing tax cuts and trying to squeeze money out of solar to make 
profits for themselves. They even offer people the ability to pay MORE on their energy bills to just say that 
they are using energy that is the OFFSET THAT PEOPLE THAT INSTALL SOLAR PANELS GENERATE! Duke 
Energy needs to be regulated more strictly instead of loosely in order to gain votes and lobbyist monies. 
Seriously, stop working for corporations and rich people and do your job ... work for the public good, not 
your pockets. 
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